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In the news:



High-throughput sequencing using Solexa/Illumina technology



The copy number of each fetal chromosome can be determined by direct sequencing of DNA in cell-free plasma from pregnant women



Confession: I think I’m one of those people who’s happy to use highthroughput sequencing without a complete understanding of how it works.
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Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)



Today’s Nobel Prize in Chemistry



Comes from a jellyfish, Aequorea victoria Gene has been cloned and transferred into a wide variety of “heterologous” expression systems … including Drosophila, mammalian cells, C. elegans, yeast, zebrafish etc. etc. **** Permits dynamic and in vivo analysis**** of biological processes



Osamu Shimomura



Marty Chalfie



Roger Tsien neurons 3



zebrafish



pigs!!!? 4



Variants of Green Fluorescent Protein and DsRed have been engineered to have different excitation and emission spectra, and other useful properties



It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s.... C. elegans!



A “Brainbow” of possibilities Laboratory of Bob Goldstein, UNC 5
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Using C. elegans as a genetic model system was this guy’s idea



Reading: the Portrait chapter (will be posted on the course website today) Sidney Brenner



John Sulston



He shared the 2002 Nobel prize with these guys for working out the cell lineage and apoptosis



Bob Horvitz 7
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Anatomy of the worm



Anatomy of the worm



XX
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C. elegans Development
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The worm life cycle: 3.5 days XX
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Embryonic development



C. elegans has an “invariant” cell lineage*



(takes ~24 hrs at 20˚C)



fusion of sperm and egg nuclei (karyogamy)



“comma stage” embryo



1rst mitotic division



*No, you do not have to memorize it.



“pretzel stage” embryo (about to hatch as L1 larva) 13



The earliest divisions give rise to many different tissues
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Sex determination in C. elegans: XX and XO



2A, 2X I



II



III



IV



V



X



I



II



III



IV



V



X



2A, 1X



The chromosomes are drawn this way because they are “holocentric” (centromeres are distributed throughout). This is confusing at first when you think about meiosis, but you get used to it. 15
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Transgenic C. elegans can be made by injecting DNA into the gonad; some of the progeny will carry the genes that are injected, in high copy number



Where do C. elegans males come from?



XX



XX meiosis



X



X



oops!



X



0



X …



…



fertilization



XX



worm expressing GFP in all cells of the nervous system



X0



Hodgkin, Horvitz, and Brenner (1979), Genetics 91:67-94 \ 17



A basic screen for recessive mutations in C. elegans



Worms are simple creatures, and so many mutations cause the same general phenotype



generation EMS ethyl methanesulfonate makes mostly G–>A mutations



P0 self-fertilize



heterozygous for any new mutation



F1 self-fertilize
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1/ 4



Unc = Uncoordinated (aberrant or absent movement) Dpy = Dumpy (short and/or fat) (can result from hyperexpression of the X chromosome) Let = Lethal Emb = Embryonic lethal (also Zyg, for zygotic lethal) Lon = Long and thin Phenotypes are Capitalized (Unc), genes are lower-case and italicised, with 3 letters, a hyphen, and a number (unc-51), and the encoded proteins are ALL CAPS (UNC-51)



F2 total elapsed time: ~1 week. 19
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This (admittedly gross) phenomenon can be used to screen for “maternal effect lethals” (Mel mutants: homozygous mothers are o.k., but their embyros die. The “bag-of-worms” phenotype results from an inability to lay eggs (Egl - egg laying defective or Vul - vulvaless)



One class of Mel mutants are severely defective in meiosis they produce aneuploid embryos, which die.
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A screen for recessive meiotic mutations in C. elegans



The Him phenotype indicates a meiotic segregation defect



generation EMS ethyl methanesulfonate makes mostly G–>A mutations



P0 self-fertilize



him



heterozygous for any new mutation



F1 self-fertilize 0.1-0.2% normal hermaphrodite



F2



High incidence of males (Him)



1/ him 4 him



plate individual F2s and look for male F3 progeny



Hodgkin, Horvitz, and Brenner (1979) Genetics 91: 67-94 23
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A simpler way to screen for meiotic mutants: look for the Him phenotype using the “Green Eggs and Him” trick



Green Eggs!!



xol-1 is “XO lethal”; a gene required for male development. Its promoter drives GFP expression in male (XO) embryos
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So how do you tell the difference between self and cross progeny? Dpy (dpy-5 I) ! x WT ♂



Anatomy of the worm



self progeny Dpy ! (plus the rare ♂) OR cross-progeny 50% nonDpy !; 50% nonDpy ♂



mating Note: Mating requires a lot of activity on the part of the male, but is essentially a passive process from the perspective of the hermaphrodite... this means that some mutations (like Unc mutations, which compromise mobility) cannot be homozygous/hemizygous in the male.



Note: this example uses an autosomal dpy mutation. What would you expect if the dpy gene were on the X chromosome? 27
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Complementation tests in C. elegans are straightforward



Next lecture (Friday): mapping genes in C. elegans pathway analysis how we sort out what meiotic genes do



Note: failure to complement usually, but not always means that mutations affect the same gene. Conversely, complementation usually but not always means that mutations are in different genes.
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The Nikon Guide to Digital Photography - EECS at UC Berkeley 
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UC-H Environmental containers UC 

Seite 2 von 7 Seiten ... Auffangwanne aus Stahl RST 37-2 (Wst.-Nr. 1.0038) nach DIN 17100. UC-H ... galvanized grid for placing drums or containers on.
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UC-H Environmental containers 

The environmental containers UC-W and UC-H are manufactured from sturdy steel sheet with lockable wing doors. The UC-W model incorporates the following ...
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Fluorescent Fixture Mounting 
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Pass & Seymour/Legrand. 50 Boyd Avenue. Syracuse, NY 13209. All requests for replacement must include a dated sales receipt (legible copies acceptable).
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T4 FLUORESCENT CABINET LIGHTING 

... 6 x AU-T416S, 4 x AU-. T420S, 3 x AU-T430S. ... An Earth connection is not required as these are Class 2 (Double Insulated) luminaires. 6. This luminaire may ...
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fluorescent light bulb diagram pressure fluorescent lamp dbid 1ogp 
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T5 FLUORESCENT CABINET LIGHTING 

Veillez à ce que TOUTES les connexions électriques soient bien serrées, sans fils lâches. •. Avant de ... Connectez au réseau électrique. 8. Allumez le secteur.
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Ensure there is adequate free air circulation of at least 50mm around the luminaire. All luminaires run hot. It is the installer's ... (which are visible around the aperture of the luminaire) clock-wise to flip out the wing, continue turning to clamp
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harmony™ fluorescent dimmers 

5. Install dimmer in wall box, with word “TOP” on the strap right side up, using mounting ... If the circuit breaker trips, a short is present. ... P/N 340807 Rev. B.
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